
 
Augustinian Announcements 

Minister’s Message
I’m by nature an introvert. I know it doesn’t seem possible but it is true. So how can 
I serve a fraternity, run a classroom, and head a religious education program? The 
answer is simple, as I do the Lord’s work, He gives me strength, knowledge, and 
the needed words to share with others. 

Eventually, to serve God we must all step out of our comfort zone and this is the 
challenge for all of us in Fraternity life. Are you a witness to the love of Christ? 
Simple gestures can begin you on this road. Proudly wearing your Tau wherever 
you go, smiling and greeting all who you encounter, verbally praying for those who 
ask for your prayers, and offering help to those suffering without waiting for 
someone else to step forward. 

St. Francis tells us, “A single sunbeam is enough to drive away many shadows.” 
Your life needs to become the sunbeam for others. Make a plan to start shining for 

Christ today. 

Love, Peace, and Joy from your 
sister in Christ and Francis, 

Lisa Joy Finch, OFS 
Minister, St. Augustine Fraternity 
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Annual Picnic this Sunday!  

August 21, 1:00pm,  

Penn Hills Community Park 

 Details inside!



Council Corner
A.   Annual picnic is on Sunday August 21, 2022 
starting at 1:00pm where the last two picnics 
have been held, at the Red Oak Grove in Penn 
Hills Community Park, 95 Colorado Street, 
Verona, PA 15147 (in Penn Hills but a Verona PO 
zip code). Members, family, and friends 
invited; masks for the unvaccinated. 

B.   Brother Matt advises that we watch for the 
events celebrating Padre Pio Friday September 
23, 2022. 

C.   As concerns the Transitus of Saint Francis 
(Monday October 3, 2022), the Friars are 
finalizing the program and will be working 
with our Fraternity as to what part we will play. 

D.   We are currently working on having a one-
day retreat on a Saturday in June 2023 (either 
the 3rd, 10th or 24th) at St. Paul of the Cross 
Retreat House. For a reasonable per head fee 
the retreat center will provide a Continental 
breakfast, lunch, two conferences (Franciscan 
flavored), confession, rosary, outdoor stations 
of the cross and closing Vigil Mass that will 
fulfill Sunday obligation. The majority of the 
cost will be paid by the Fraternity. But as the 
charge will be based upon a pre-established  
head count, reservations must be made in 
advance including a minimal non-refundable 
payment from attendees. 
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S t . A u g u s t i n e 
Secular Franciscan 
Fraternity
Based in Pittsburgh, PA, the St. 
Augustine Fraternity of the Secular 
Franciscan Order is called to rebuild 
the Church in the example of our 
Seraphic Father St. Francis of Assisi. 
We seek to encounter the living and 
active person of Christ through  our 
relationships with each other, and 
t h r o u g h a p o s t o l i c a c t i v i t y i n 
fraternity and in the world, going 
from Gospel to life and life to the 
Gospel. We typically gather on third 
Sundays at 1:30pm in Hyacinth Epp 
Hall on 37th St., next to St. Augustine 
Church (Our Lady of the Angels 
Parish).  

Minister Lisa Joy Finch, OFS 
Vice-Minister Steve Critchlow, OFS 
Secretary Roberta Heintz, OFS 
Treasurer Jack Patnik, OFS 
Formation Director  
Jeanne McNulty, OFS 
Councilor Dorothy Dulski, OFS 
Councilor Joe Terleski, OFS 
Spiritual Assistant  
Br. Matt Hindelang, OFM. Cap.  

St. Augustine Fraternity 
P.O. Box 40198 
Pittsburgh, PA 15201 

T h e P i t t s b u r g h 
Poverello
The monthly newsletter of the St. 
Augustine Fraternity of the Order of 
Franciscan Seculars, The Pittsburgh 
Poverello aims to animate our 
fraternal life and mission in its OFS 
charism, and to communicate and 
record the activities and intentions of 
the entire fraternity. It is emailed to 
the fraternity prior to monthly 
gatherings. Print copies, mailed and 
available at fraternity meetings, use 
recycled paper. All submissions are 
welcome! Please email them to 
robertfallonrobertfallon@gmail.com. 
Submissions should be Franciscan in 
tone and content, are subject to 
editing, and are not guaranteed for 
publication.



Calendar

Note: Events marked “P” are sponsored by our brothers at The Port, a ministry of 
the Capuchin Franciscans. See portpgh.com. 

August 
18 P: Figure Drawing, 7:00pm 
20  Red Door Apostolate, 9:00am (see announcement below) 
21  Fraternity Picnic in Penn Hills, 1:00pm 
25 P: Opening of exhibition “The Call of Beauty,” 6:30pm 
 St. Louis IX of France 

September  
3 P: Portrait Drawing, 10:00am 
 St. Rose of Viterbo 
10 P: Cap Café, 6:30pm 
18 Fraternity Gathering, 1:30pm  
 St. Joseph of Cupertino 
23 St. Pio of Petrelcina 
 P: St. Padre Pio Events (tba) 

Announcements

Red Door Reminder 
Reminder that we have been requested to volunteer for the Red Door through 
August. If you can volunteer for Saturday morning, August 20, contact Liz Cooke at 
(412) 849-4065 or lizzy9cooke@gmail.com. Thank you. God Bless. 

P.S. on Last Month’s Ongoing Formation 
After offering last month’s reflection on music in Franciscan spirituality, I 
discovered a salient fact that catches the message perfectly. It turns out that the 
words minstrel and minister have the same etymological origin in the Latin word 
ministerialis, meaning servant. To be a minstrel of God, then, is to serve Him. 
Peace, Rob Fallon, OFS 

September Ongoing Formation 
Josette Baker will speak on Bl. Duns Scotus. 
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Treasurer’s Two Cents

Fraternity income (please read Rule 25) is divided into three separate "buckets" 
while being deposited into one checking account. These "buckets" are as follows: 

1. Fair Share Assessment (FSA) which is the annual “dues” (if you will) that is then 
passed directly on to Lady Poverty Region. The FSA amount is dictated from 
above. The number of active members that FSA must be paid for is a joint 
determination in which the Fraternity has some say and includes some paper 
work. The Fraternity must keep our roster on the national database current. Active 
members are those who participate and/or support the Fraternity financially. 
Records of participation and donations are kept confidentially (only the Minister 
and Treasurer are privy to this information) to help the Minister determine what 
must be done to the National roster prior to year's end so as to optimize our FSA 
payment.  

2. Common Fund/Free Will Offering is the money many members donate on a 
monthly basis for the Fraternity's expenses other than FSA. 

3. Other is the “odd ball” donations. These would include gifts from deceased 
estates, donations in honor of a deceased member, "InKind" donations of goods or 
services, etc. An "InKind" donation is one in which no money is donated but rather 
a good or service. A specific actual example follows: a member took out a 
subscription to ZOOM so that we could meet during COVID. That member paid the 
monthly fee directly to ZOOM, sent the invoice to me, and I accredited it to other 
income as “InKind.” At the same time that fee was listed as an “InKind” expense the 
same month. No money ran through the Treasury; however, we knew what the 
ZOOM membership cost us and how it was paid for.  
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A p o l o g i e s f o r t h e 
watermark on this Friar 
Tuck cartoon. -Ed.



 
From Lawrenceville / 
Highland Park Bridge

From Bridge: Cross Highland Park Bridge 

Keep Left at the fork, follow signs for PA-8 
S/Washington Blvd and Merge onto PA-8/
Washington Blvd. Drive .6 mi. 

Continue straight onto Allegheny River Blvd 

From Lawrenceville: Take Butler St. past 
Zoo and straight onto Allegheny River Blvd. 
Drive 4.9 mi.  

Turn Right onto Plum St. (Landmark is Rite-
Aid drugstore) Drive 1 mi. 

Turn Left onto Colorado St. Enter park past 
water plant and baseball fields to Red Oak 
Grove. 

From Hulton Bridge 
(Oakmont) / Upstream 
Allegheny River (Rt. 28) 

Take Exit 11 for PA-910 to I-76/Harmar/
Pennsylvania Turnpike 

Turn onto PA-910 (signs for Harmar/ 
Oakmont/New Kinsington) 

Turn Right onto Freeport Rd. Drive .8 mi. 

Use Left 2 lanes to turn Left onto Hulton 
Bridge. Drive .4 mi. 

Continue onto Hulton Rd. Drive .2 mi. 

Turn Right onto Allegheny Ave (before RR 
tracks) (Pass PNC Bank on right) Drive .8 mi. 

Turn Left onto College Ave. Drive 105 ft. 

Turn Right onto Allegheny River Blvd. Drive 
.1 mi. 

Turn Left onto Plum St (Landmark is Rite-
Aid drugstore). Drive 1.1  mi. 

Turn Left onto Colorado St. Enter park past 
water plant and baseball fields to Red Oak 
Grove. 

From Parkway East (I-376) 

Take Exit 81 to merge onto PA-791 N/Rodi Rd 
toward Penn Hills. Drive 2.1 mi. (Pass KFC on 
the left in 1.9 mi) 

Turn Right onto Frankstown Rd. Drive 1.5 
mi. (Pass Monro Muffler Brake & Service on 
right) 

Continue straight onto Hulton Rd. Drive .4 
mi. (Pass BP Gas and Arby’s on right) 

Turn Left onto Hamil Rd (at Stop sign with 
Sunoco on right). Drive 285 ft. 

Bear slight Right to stay on Hamil Rd. Drive 1.1 mi. (Pass St. Gerard Majella Church and small strip mall on left) 

Bear Left onto Hunter Rd. Drive 1.2 mi.  

Turn Right onto Colorado St. Enter park, pass water plant and baseball fields to Red Oak Grove. 
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Directions to Red Oak Grove in Penn Hills Community 



For Our Franciscan Spirit 

Musings on Perfection:  
The Cracked Pot, Kintsugi and Lombardi
submitted by Josette N. Baker, ofs 

While searching subjects for a new original art composition, I thought of an old 
folk tale.  It’s the story of a watercarrier who traveled a long distance to the stream 
each day to bring water to the mistress of the house.  Suspended from a long pole 
were two pots, one at each end. The pole was carried behind the neck then 
balanced in the hands of the watercarrier. 

Unfortunately, one of the clay pots had a small crack. Each day the pot arrived 
home only half full. After some time, the cracked pot spoke to the watercarrier 
sharing his overwhelming despair, embarrassment, disappointment, and 
uselessness.  After all, the other clay pot was perfect, having no flaws. 

The watercarrier asked the cracked pot to look closely at the beautiful garden of 
flowers growing only on his side of the path.  The water from the leaking pot had 
irrigated and established a magnificent and very beautiful garden to be enjoyed by 
all who took this path to the steam. In fact, the watercarrier seeing the garden 
bloom had sowed more seed during his daily travels to further enhance its beauty. 

The Japanese have a centuries-old art of giving new life to broken pottery.  The 
practice is called Kintsugi. The broken pieces are collected then pieced together 
with gold. The gilded pottery is revered and collected by the family. It is also 
valued and sought by collectors. The practice is based on the philosophy of 
embracing flaws and imperfections to create an even stronger and more beautiful 
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“The Cracked Pot,” 
watercolor by 

Josette Baker, ofs



piece of art. This concept carries over to human flaws, embracing change and 
restoring oneself to a newfound beauty.   

We find Franciscan elements in the folktale and the Japanese tradition. The 
cracked pot provided through its brokenness the precious element of Sister Water 
to enhance God’s beauty along the path used by the community.  The watercarrier, 
despite the drudgery of his job, observed the pot’s flaw, but also saw the potential 
for enhancing the environment. Here we see firsthand how respect and honor for 
individuality, diversity, and the uniqueness of our brothers and sisters, despite 
their flaws, can care for creation and the environment.   

The Japanese philosophy in their beautiful practice of Kintsugi demonstrates that 
though broken, we can be mended, changed to be stronger and become ever 
beautiful in the eyes of God.  Our former brokenness is transformed into spiritual 
assets where we have better understanding and compassion of others.  The graces 
of reconciliation, ongoing conversion, respect, and care of God’s gifts provide 
underlying themes for further reflection. 

July’s issue of the “Pittsburgh Poverello” featured a selection of quotes in the 
compilation titled “Who Said That?” Included was a favorite by Vince Lombardi.  
Coach Lombardi told his players, “Perfection is unattainable … but if we chase 
perfection, we can catch excellence.” I found his wisdom comforting to those who 
are always disappointed because they truly think perfection is achievable, or to 
the cracked pot who failed to see his own value by choosing, instead, to compare 
himself to the perfect pot. 

As beloved children of God, we remain in the loving hands of the Great Potter.  
Pray that He will form, reform, mend with gold, and grant us abundant graces on 
our journey to an eternity of joy in His loving embrace. 

Justice, Peace, and Integrity of Creation
Two Teachings of Pope Francis
Following last month’s reflection on a pilgrimage to Mission San Francisco, it 
seems appropriate to print an excerpt from Pope Francis’s address to First 
Nations, Métis, and Inuit Peoples from his July 25 “penitential pilgrimage” to 
Maskwacis, in Alberta, Canada. - Rob Fallon, OFS 

“It is necessary to remember how the policies of assimilation and 
enfranchisement, which also included the residential school system, were 
devastating for the people of these lands. When the European colonists first 
arrived here, there was a great opportunity to bring about a fruitful encounter 
between cultures, traditions and forms of spirituality. Yet for the most part that did 
not happen. Again, I think back on the stories you told: how the policies of 
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assimilation ended up systematically marginalizing the indigenous peoples; how 
also through the system of residential schools your languages and cultures were 
denigrated and suppressed; how children suffered physical, verbal, psychological 
and spiritual abuse; how they were taken away from their homes at a young age, 
and how that indelibly affected relationships between parents and children, 
grandparents and grandchildren. 

I thank you for making me appreciate this, for telling me about the heavy burdens 
that you still bear, for sharing with me these bitter memories.  Today I am here, in 
this land that, along with its ancient memories, preserves the scars of still open 
wounds. I am here because the first step of my penitential pilgrimage among you 
is that of again asking forgiveness, of telling you once more that I am deeply sorry. 
Sorry for the ways in which, regrettably, many Christians supported the 
colonizing mentality of the powers that oppressed the indigenous peoples. I am 
sorry. I ask forgiveness, in particular, for the ways in which many members of the 
Church and of religious communities cooperated, not least through their 
indifference, in projects of cultural destruction and forced assimilation promoted 
by the governments of that time, which culminated in the system of residential 
schools.” 

A passage from Pope Francis’s address to Secular Franciscans given at the 
General Chapter on Nov 15, 2021, offered with the hope of enticing the 
brothers and sisters of our fraternity to go out together among the poor as he 
encourages. - Jeannue McNulty, OFS 

“The vocation of the Secular Franciscan is to live the Gospel in the world in the 
style of the Poverello, sine glossa (without gloss)  to take the Gospel as the “form 
and rule of life.”… Let the Gospel, that is, Jesus Himself, shape your life.  In this way, 
you will take on poverty, minority, and simplicity as your distinguishing marks 
before all. 

With this Franciscan and secular identity of yours, you are part of the outbound 
Church. Your favorite place to be is in the midst of the people, and there, as lay 
people—celibate or married—, priests and bishops, each according to his or her 
specific vocation, to bear witness to Jesus with a simple life, without pretension, 
always content to follow the poor and crucified Christ, as did Saint Francis and so 
many men and women of your Order. I encourage you too to go out to the 
peripheries, the existential peripheries of today, and there to make the word of the 
Gospel resound.  Do not forget the poor, who are the flesh of Christ:  you are called 
to proclaim the Good news to them (cf Lk 4:18), as did, among others, Saint 
Elizabeth of Hungary, your Patroness.  And just as the “fraternities of penitents” of 
yesteryear distinguished themselves by founding hospitals, dispensaries, soup 
kitchens, and other works of genuine social charity, so today the Spirit sends 
you to exercise the same charity with the creativity required by the new 
forms of poverty … as artisans of peace and witnesses to the Beatitudes.” 
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Keeping the Rule
Chapter 2 - Article 6 

They have been made living members of the Church 
by being buried and raised with Christ in baptism; they 
have been united more intimately with the Church by 
profession. Therefore, they should go forth as 
witnesses and instruments of her mission among all 
people, proclaiming Christ by their life and words. 
Called like Saint Francis to rebuild the Church and 
inspired by his example, let them devote themselves 
energetically to living in full communion with the pope, bishops, and priests, 
fostering an open and trusting dialogue of apostolic effectiveness and creativity. 
 

Franciscan Foodie 
Peach Cobbler and How to Freeze Fruit
by Josette N. Baker, ofs 

Slow Cooker Peach Cobbler 
2 packages (16 oz. each) frozen peaches, thawed and 
drained 
¾ cup plus 1 tablespoon sugar, divided 
2 tsp. ground cinnamon, divided 
½ tsp. ground nutmeg 
¾ cup all-purpose flour 
6 tablespoons cold butter, cut into bits 
Whipped Cream (if desired) 

1. Combine peaches, 3/4 cup sugar, 1½ tsp. cinnamon and nutmeg in medium bowl.  
Place into slow cooker. 

2. For topping, combine flour, remaining 1 tablespoon sugar and ½ teaspoon 
cinnamon in a small bowl. Cut in butter with pastry blender or 2 knives until 
mixture resembles course crumbs. Sprinkle over peach mixture. Cover; cook on 
HIGH 2 hours.  Serve with freshly whipped cream, if desired. 

Note:  Fresh peaches may also be used instead of frozen. Makes 4-6 servings. 

Freezing Fresh Fruit in Season 
Rinse, cut in size for future use (pies, cereal toppings, cobblers etc.), and pat 
dry. Flash freeze on a lined cookie sheet in your freezer for an hour. The 
fruit portions will freeze individually. Transfer immediately to plastic 
freezer bags for storage.   
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This is a great way to have fruit available year-round. Just use what you need 
and return the remainder to the freezer.  There is a significant cost savings 
to stock up when fruit is in season and prices reduced. Blueberries and 
strawberries are freezer favorites and do well using this method. 

Note:  I met a single lady who wouldn’t buy fruit, claiming she couldn’t 
consume it before it went bad.  When I shared this method of putting-by, she 
immediately left for the farmers market to stock her freezer.  

Rejoice! Prayers & Celebrations 

Profession Anniversaries
August 
20 Galen Osby 

September 
18 Clara May Byerly 
19 Stephen Sawcak 
25 Jennifer Kily 

Jubilarians: Clara May Byerly - 45th Year! Galen Osby - 5th Year! 

Please Pray for Our Homebound Sisters and Brothers
Clara Byerly  
Pat Colonna 
Evelyn Conflenti 
Mary Ann Dapprich   

Betty Fritzley 
Thomas O’Connell 
Marie Stockey 

Let us also pray for 
Helene Mukankusi’s daughter, Clarisse Musoni Gatesi  
Al Burkhart 

Pope’s Prayer Intentions
August: Small Businesses 
We pray for small and medium sized businesses; in the midst of economic and 
social crisis, may they find ways to continue operating, and serving their 
communities. 

September: Abolition of the Death Penalty 
We pray that the death penalty, which attacks the dignity of the human person, 
may be legally abolished in every country.
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